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Online photo editor remove background color

Instagram stories are a great way to keep up with your followers. Stories allow users to share photos temporarily with all their friends, or only close friends, versus posting photos on their account. There are also stories of other people at the top of the home screen instead of appearing in your feed. You
can customize your story in a number of ways, one of which is done via the iPhone 3D or Haptic Touch. Other options include putting music in your story or adding a link. Since the iPhone 6S was released in 2015, a three-D touch has been introduced that allowed users to perform different commands by
pressing on their iPhone screen. Since its introduction, touch threeD has been integrated into many apps including Instagram, and its essential features have since been replaced on newer iPhones by what Apple now calls Hoptic Touch. To change the background of your Instagram story, use the 3D
touch feature or Haptic to change the default color to your new chosen color. Here's how to do it. Check out the products listed in this article:iPhone 11 (from $699.99 at best buy) how to change the background color in your Instagram story1. Select the photo on Instagram that you want to add to your
story.2. Click on the paper plane icon below to share the photo it in your story. A pop-up will appear.3. Click Add to your story. Add the photo to your story. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 4. This will automatically create a story for you. The default background will be a gradient of the original color in the
image. 5. To change the color, click the font icon at the top right of the screen. Tap the second icon from the right. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 6. Choose your desired color from the palette at the bottom, drag to move through more. 7. You can also choose a color from the photo to match the color
exactly. To do this, click the color reduction icon, and then swipe on the photo until you find the color you like. Choose the color of your palette. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 8. When you find the right color, release your finger. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 9. Use a three-D touch by pressing the
gradient background (anywhere outside the photo). This will change the background to your pre-selected color. 10. When you are satisfied with your new background, tap done. You can continue customizing your story to your liking with text or gifs before adding completed stories to your profile. Your
updated background. Marissa Perino/Business By-tech related coverage of how to do everything: technology: maybe you are on vacation and don't feel like your laptop luggage comes with you. But of course you're taking pictures, you can now clean those photos and do even more advanced image
editing from any internet café. A product of web-based photo editing apps has sprouted over the past year, mostly based on AJAX or Flash.The web applications we've been using here range from simple photo toucher-uppers toucher-uppers The way up to Photoshop would like. But none of them can yet
perform the really advanced functions you'll find in apps like Photoshop or Gimp. We've tried out five online photo editors that go beyond basic rotation and red-eye functions: FauxtoPicnikPicture2LifePixenateSnipshotIn in addition to letting you do things like resize, rotate, and optimize brightness,
contrast, and color, many of these actually apply filters (blurry, sharp, etc.) and other weird fun effects, such as giving your image an old boundary or making collages. So you can choose one that fits your needs, from simple image correction to elaborate artistic creation. They are all free, and more in beta
at this point, but we have not encountered any showstopers - just the odd function of not, er, performance. Their interfaces vary from sloppy and complex to sleek and simple. We found that they all worked in both Firefox and Internet Explorer, though bugs often appear in one and not the other. We'd
losing not mention Adobe's apps for the online version of Grandpa Image Editing, Photoshop. It has been reported that the online version of Photoshop will be free, with ads, but we have to wonder how much you get for free, with exorbitant prices ($649) installed for the software. What's more, the services
here are working and available to try out now. Adobe's online Photoshop version is about six months out at the time of this writing. Join us as we explore the new world of free online image editing. Continue... Sometimes reality isn't good enough, it's actually the foundation of most photo editing. Whether
you're using the Everton effect to make your subject shine or accent your theme by removing colors from the rest of the photo, there are many ways to make dramatic changes to a photo after it's taken. But sometimes the change you're looking for is much more subtle. What if you just want to change a
single color, like someone's clothing shade or your subject's eye color? This week, let's see how this is done. I'll show you how to change a color in your photo using Photoshop elements, but if you're using a different photo editing app, don't sweat it: the process is pretty much exactly the same in any
modern app. This is because most photo editors feature a slightly useful tool called color replacement tool (though the name will vary from app to app). The color replacement tool allows you to paint more than one color with different colors, and it will rely on tolerance adjustments to know the shade of
that color instead. With a little workout, you can use the tool well enough that no suspect will change the color of someone's eyes from brown to blue, or color your house different colors. To get started, start by opening a photo in Photoshop elements. Then select the Color Replacement Tool, which you
can find on the toolbar on the left side of the screen, 17 cubbies from above. Share a space with it Other brush tools and pencil tools. Before you start painting, you'll need to select the color you want to apply to your photo. At the color palette at the bottom of the toolbar, click the fore background color
clock (one on the top left). You should see a selection of color dialog fore backgrounds, where you can browse for and mix colors until you have the exact shade you want. When you are happy with the color, click OK, and you should see the clocks changed in the toolbar accordingly. Now start painting.
Click on the photo where you want to change the color, and you should see the old color replacing the new color. Now just color to apply the color. Here, you can see that I started changing my daughter's clothes from green to purple. (Note that I only painted over the white pattern; adjusting the instrument
tolerance allows it to ignore the big differences in contrast.) Depending on the way the tool was configured, you may run into some easily modifiable snags. For starters, the brush may be too big or too small for the area you are trying to paint. I generally choose a brush that is about a quarter the size of the
area I'm working on. To do this, click the sliding brush in the tool palette at the top of the screen and adjust the brush size in pixels. Make a first pass on the photo so that most of the work is done, be careful not to paint outside the lines; Tolerance determines how similar close colors should be in order for
the color replacement tool to paint more than they do. If tolerance is too low, the old color is not satisslessly replaced; too high, and you end up including the dissimi like colors you don't want. I recommend adjusting tolerance (also found in tool pallets) between 30 and 40 percent, and testing since if that
doesn't work for you. Finally, you may have noticed that the color replacement tool of a painting doesn't do a great job around the edges of your color area. This is usually because your brush is too big. To work the edge, reduce the size of your brush and paint carefully around the edges, be careful not to
let the brush stray too far into neighboring colors. The color is fixed by hand, and you can convincingly paint almost any picture. Publish, become famous! Every week, we choose your favorite reader photos based on creativity, originality, and technique. Here's how to log in: Send us your photo in JPEG
format, with a resolution above 800 by 600 pixels. Entries in higher resolutions will be disqualified immediately. If necessary, use an image editing program to reduce your image file size before emailing it to us. Include the title of your photo along with the short description and how you photograph it. Don't
forget to send your name, email address and mailing address. Read the full description of the rules and regulations of the contest before entering. Hot photo this week: Forest by Alessandro Sacilotto, Oakton, Virginia Alessandro writes: While taking a stroll through the forest in Auderghem, Belgium, I
came across this lovely field of bluebells interspersed among the trees and stacks of firewood. I took the photo with the Olympus E-Volt 510 and used corel Paint Shop Pro Photo X2 to perform some minor edits. On the first day of spring, I stepped out to see this beautiful butterfly among the apple
blossoms, writes this week's top runner: Tiger swallow tail by Darryl Hayes, Rocky Face, Georgia Darryl. I took this photo with a canon EOS Rebel T1i riding on a single pod. To see last month's winners, visit our hot July slide show photos. Visit the flickr gallery's hot photos to list past winners. Is there a
digital photo question? Email me your comments, questions and suggestions about your newsletter. And be sure to sign up so that digital focus has email to you every week. The story, Use your image editor to replace a color in a photo, was originally published by PCWorld. Note: When you buy
something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. Details.
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